Enapter is an exhibitor at the FC Expo 2019 during the World Smart Energy Week in Japan in West Hall 4 at Booth W25-6d.
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TOKYO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--From February 27 to March 1st, Enapter showcases its unique Anion Exchange Membrane (AEM) Electrolyser at the FC Expo 2019. Enapter designs and manufactures highly efficient and modular hydrogen generators. Its core technology has a 10-year proven track record and is the foundation for the unique low-cost and compact hydrogen generation systems. Each module produces 500L/hour of pure hydrogen at an output pressure of 35 bar. The electrolysers are flexible and freely stackable to any desired hydrogen production quantity.

“We believe that green hydrogen will be a cornerstone in Japan’s energy future, and decentralised, flexible hydrogen energy storages will play an important part of it” explains Chairman, Sebastian-Justus Schmidt. Enapter AEM electrolysers are already used internationally in industries such as telecommunications, mobility, and energy. They provide energy independence and security, long term seasonal storage, and overall affordable onsite hydrogen generation.

To make distributed networks work, secure and reliable interconnection is everything. Enapter spurs technological breakthrough in new energy hardware by developing ground-breaking software. The Enapter Energy Management System enables the simple integration of Green Hydrogen everywhere and provides insights on the entire system’s performance. The team combines electrochemical and IT expertise to drive the Hydrogen Economy from both hardware and software standpoints. Open-sourcing large parts of these developments will allow for the software to become the system of choice for a new decentralized and intelligent energy world.

Meet the Enapter team at Booth W25-6d in West Hall 4 of Tokyo Big Sight. Join us at the German Pavilion Happy Hour at 16h00.

About Enapter
Enapter has offices in Berlin, Pisa and Chiang Mai. For more information please visit the website www.enapter.com.
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